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Normally functioning and complete printed circuit board (PCB) can ensure the safety and
reliability of electronic equipment. PCB defect detection is extremely important in the field
of industrial inspection. For traditional methods of PCB inspection, such as contact
detection, are likely to damage the PCB surface and have high rate of erroneous
detection. In recent years, methods of detection through image processing and
machine learning have gradually been put into use. However, PCB inspection is still an
extremely challenging task due to the small defects and the complex background. To solve
this problem, a lightweight one-stage defect detection network based on dual attention
mechanism and Path Aggregation Feature Pyramid Network (PAFPN) has been proposed.
At present, some methods of defect detection in industrial applications are often based on
object detection algorithms in the field of deep learning. Through comparative
experiments, compared with the Faster R-CNN and YOLO v3 which are usually used
in the current industrial detection, the inference time of our method are reduced by
17.46 milliseconds (ms) and 4.75 ms, and the amount of model parameters is greatly
reduced. It is only 4.42M, which is more suitable for industrial fields and embedded
development systems. Compared with the common one-stage object detection algorithm
Fully Convolutional One-Stage Object Detection (FCOS), mean Average Precision (mAP) is
increased by 9.1%, and the amount of model parameters has been reduced by 86.12%.
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INTRODUCTION

As a carrier for connecting various electronic components, PCB is responsible for providing circuit
connections and hardware support for the equipment. It is essential to detect defects on the surface of
the PCB. In recent years, with the development of electronic products in the direction of light, thin
and portable, PCBs have gradually developed in the orientation of high precision and high density,
which has also posed a big challenge to detect defects of PCBs. Traditional PCB inspection generally
uses methods such as manual inspection, electrical inspection, and optical inspection. Some of the
inspection methods that make contact with the PCB surface [1] are likely to exert a bad effect on the
surface components and their performance, while other inspection methods are highly dependent on
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electrical and optical sensors, and existing problems have low
efficiency of detection and high rate of erroneous detection. With
the development of deep learning, object detection methods
based on deep neural networks and computer vision are
gradually applied to PCB defect detection [2]. In 2020, Saeed
Khalilian proposed an approach based on denoising
convolutional autoencoders to detect defective PCBs and
determine the specific location. [3] Bing Hu [4] proposed a
Faster R-CNN [5] detection algorithm based on ShuffleNetV2
[6] residual module and Guided Anchoring–Region Proposal
Network (GA-RPN) optimization to detect several common
types of PCB defects. However, Faster R-CNN has a large
amount of model parameters and poor real-time performance
due to its two-stage and anchor-based characteristics. In the same
year, Ran Guangzai [7]et al. detected PCB defects based on the
SSD [8] model, but the experiment only detected three types of
defects and did not compare with other object detection methods
based on deep neural networks. In 2021, Lan Zhuo [9] proposed a
detection algorithm based on the YOLOv3 model, Li Yuting [10]
proposed a detection algorithm based on the fusion of Hybrid-
YOLOv2 and Faster R-CNN. Both methods have high detection
accuracy, but they have not considered the memory consumption
in actual applications.

In this regard, a lightweight one-stage defect detection
network based on fusion attention mechanism and PAFPN
[11] has been proposed.

In view of the actual problems in PCB defect detection, our
method can realize real-time detection of common defects.
Compared with the PCB defect detection algorithm based on
deep learning proposed in the past, the model parameters and
weight file size are greatly reduced, and the algorithm is more
applicable for industrial production and actual deployment. The
algorithm proposed in this paper has the following advantages:

1) First of all, a one-stage object detection model FCOS [11] has
been used as the basic model. Compared with the two-stage
object detection model, the one-stage object detection model
reduces the proposal region detection module, the model
structure is simplified, and the detection is more suitable to
perform real-time detection, as shown in Figure 1. The overall

flow chart of our method proposed in this paper is shown in
Figure 2. A lightweight Backbone neural network
MobileNetV2 [12] has been applied to replace the
commonly used Backbone: ResNet101 [13] in the FCOS,
which greatly reduces model parameters and improves the
real-time performance of the algorithm. At the same time, in
order to ensure the feature extraction capabilities of the
backbone neural network, dual attention mechanism
module is added after the inverse residual module of
MobileNetV2, by inferring the attention map in two
different dimensions of channel and space, multiplying the
attention map with the input feature map for adaptive feature
optimization, thereby improving the feature extraction effect.

2) Secondly, the idea in Path Aggregation Network (PANet) has
been applied to solve the problems caused by lightweight
backbone. Feature fusion and enhancement applied in the
Neck part of the overall model to further extract the features of
smaller defects. Using PAFPN to replace the original Feature
Pyramid Network (FPN) [14], shortening the information
path and using low-level information to enhance FPN. The
bottom-up feature enhancement is created, which can
effectively enhance the feature and improve the feature
extraction ability of the network.

3) In order to detect smaller size defect target accurately, the
bounding box regression loss function in the existing
algorithm has been optimized. The optimized intersection
over union (IoU) function can consider the overlap rate,
distance and ratio between the predicted box and the
ground truth box, can directly minimize the distance, so
that the convergence process is faster and the prediction
bounding box regression becomes more stable.

PROPOSED METHOD

A Lightweight Feature Extraction Network
Based on Dual Attention Mechanism
This paper propose an optimized lightweight neural
network——MobileNetV2 as Backbone for feature extraction.
As a lightweight Backbone, MobileNetV2 has a simpler network

FIGURE 1 | Comparison of the one-stage and two-stage object detection models.
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structure than conventional ResNet, which can effectively reduce
the amount of parameters. Inverted residual module is proposed
in MobileNetV2, which is the opposite of the classic residual
module structure. First, the feature map channel is expanded by
1 × 1 convolution operation, and the number of features has been
enriched to improve the accuracy. The specific structure of the
inverted residual module in MobileNetV2 is shown in Figure 3.

In Figure 3, Dwise3 × 3 represents Depthwise Convolution
with a convolution kernel size of 3 × 3. Each convolution kernel in
Depthwise Convolution is responsible for one channel. After this
convolution operation, the number of channels in the output
feature map is exactly as same as the number of input channels.
Compared to conventional convolution, Depthwise Convolution
greatly reduces the amount of parameters and operation cost. The
specific network structure of MobileNetV2 is shown in Table 1.

On the basis of MobileNetV2, a dual attention mechanism:
Convolutional Block Attention Module (CBAM) has been used
for optimization. The optimization scheme is shown in Figure 4.
CBAM combines the spatial attention and channel attention
mechanism, it can obtain better feature extraction results than
the attention mechanism SENet (Squeeze and Excitation
Networks) [15] which only focuses on the channel. Using the
avg-pooling and max-pooling operations to process the feature
map F, aggregate the spatial information of F, and generate two
different spatial context descriptors: Fc

avg and F
c
max . MLP means a

multi-layer perceptron which used as the shared network with
one hidden layer.

Mc(F) � σ(MLP(AvgPool (F)) +MLP(MaxPool(F)))
� σ(W1(W0(Fc

avg)) +W1(W0(Fc
max))) (1)

In Eq. 1, σ means sigmoid function, W0 and W1denotes
different shared weights.

Ms(F) � σ(Conv7×7([AvgPool(F); MaxPool(F)]))
� σ(Conv7×7([Fs

avg ; F
s
max])) (2)

In order to calculate spatial attention, avg-pooling and max-
pooling have been operated along the channel axis and generate

FIGURE 2 | The flow chart of the defect detection method proposed in this paper.

FIGURE 3 | The architecture of inverted residual module in MobileNetV2.
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two 2D maps: Fs
avg and Fs

max . Then concatenated the two feature
maps together through a standard 7 × 7 convolution operation. In
Eq. 2, Conv7×7represents a convolution operation with the kernel
size of 7 × 7.

Optimized Feature Enhancement Module
Based on Path Aggregation Feature
Pyramid Network
In order to extract small features effectively, the Neck part of the
model has been optimized. Common Neck module includes:
FPN. FPN adds a top-down path for feature fusion on the
basis of Backbone. FPN uses the high-resolution
information of low-level features and high-level features
information, achieves the prediction effect by fusing the
features of these different layers. Drawing lessons from
the ideas in PANet and add a top-down path on the basis
of the FPN to enhance the feature information of the image, so
that the overall network can obtain better detection results.
After Backbone processing, output feature layer：F1 , F2 , F4 ,
F6 can be obtained. First, the intermediate feature layer: P1 , P2 ,
P4 , P6 are generated through conventional FPN processing. At
the same time, the middle feature layer obtains high-resolution
feature maps: Fi′ ,i ∈ {1, 2, 4, 6} through lateral connection, each
feature layer Fi′ reduces the space size through a 3 × 3

convolution with stride � 2, Then it is lateral connected
with each element sum of the corresponding upper feature
layer Pi to generate a new feature layer F′. The structure of
PAFPN is shown in Figure 5.

On this basis, referring to the original structure of the FCOS
object detection model. After the feature fusion of Neck in FCOS,
five feature layers are sent to the FCOS detection head.

As shown in Figure 5, a feature layer F7′ can be obtained after
F6′ by additional extraction through convolution, and added a
ReLU operation before this convolution, which can effectively
improve the detection effect.

One-Stage Object Detector Head Based on
Optimized IoU Function
Common object detection algorithms are divided into two types,
one-stage and two-stage, the specific comparison is shown in
Figure 1. The one-stage object detection algorithm obtains the
prediction result directly from the feature map after feature
extraction and feature enhancement. The two-stage object
detection algorithm additionally generates a proposal region
and makes predictions based on this region. Two-stage object
detection algorithms, such as Fast R-CNN, Faster R-CNN, etc.,
often have better detection accuracy, but their model complexity
is higher, and the detection speed is slow.

TABLE 1 | The network structure of MobileNetV2.

Input Operator Expansion factor Output channel Number of
blocks

Stride

2242 × 3 Conv2d — 32 1 2
1122 × 32 Bottleneck 1 16 1 1
1122 × 16 Bottleneck 6 24 2 2
562 × 24 Bottleneck 6 32 3 2
282 × 32 Bottleneck 6 64 4 2
142 × 64 Bottleneck 6 96 3 1
142 × 96 Bottleneck 6 160 3 2
72 × 160 Bottleneck 6 320 1 1
72 × 320 Conv 1 × 1 — 1,280 1 1
72 × 1,280 Avgpool 7 × 7 — — 1 —

1 × 1 × 1,280 Conv 1 × 1 — k — —

FIGURE 4 | Structure diagram of Backbone optimized based on dual attention mechanism.
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FCOS is a one-stage anchor-free object detector. Compared
with other object detectors, FCOS has a clear structure and fewer
model parameters, which is convenient for optimization. The
FCOS detection head predicts the bounding box by obtaining a
4D vector on the feature map. The 4D vector feature includes the
horizontal distance from the center point on the feature map to
the four sides of the ground truth bounding box. The FCOS
detection head includes three branches: bounding box regression,
classification and centerness branch. As shown in Eq. 3, Lbbox
represents the loss of bounding box,Lcls means the classification
branch, which adopts the Focal loss, and the centerness loss
Lcenterness adopts the cross-entropy loss function.

The loss function L of the optimization algorithm proposed in
this paper is:

L � Lcls + Lcenterness + Lbbox (3)

On this basis, the bounding box regression loss function has
been optimized and a Distance Intersection over Union (DIoU)
[16] has been adopted. Compared with the currently widely used
IoU function, DIoU takes the overlap rate and scale into account.
Through the comparison of the previous experiments on the
public COCO data set, although some researchers have proposed
that the Complete Intersection over Union (CIoU) loss function
which add penalty items on the basis of DIoU loss function is
better, the performance improvement of CIoU for small defect
detection is not as good as the DIoU loss function, the effect is
better only in the detection of medium and large objects. In view
of the fact that there are many small objects on the PCB, the DIoU
loss function has been used. The schematic diagram of DIoU is
shown in Figure 6.

The calculation process of DIoU is as follows:

LDIoU � 1 − IoU + ρ2(b, bgt)
d2
1

(4)

IoU �
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
B ∩ Bgt

B ∪ Bgt

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (5)

In this formula, B represents the prediction bounding box,
Bgtrepresents the ground-truth bounding box, b and bgtrepresent
the center point positions of the prediction bounding box and the
ground-truth bounding box, d1represents the diagonal distance
of the minimum closure area that contains both the prediction
bounding box and ground-truth bounding box, and d2represents
the calculation of the Euclidean distance between these two center
points, d2 � ρ2(b, bgt), as shown in Figure 6.

EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

Dataset Processing and Training
Due to the limitation of open access data sets for PCB defects, a
PCB data set with six common types of defects has been selected.
The six types of defects are: missing hole, mouse bite, open circuit,
short, spurious copper, and spur, as shown in Figure 7.

In order to enhance the detection effect, data enhancement
processing has been applied, by changing the illumination and
contrast of the same image to simulate the complex environment,
and finally generate a data set, train set and test set have been
divided according to the ratio of 7:3.

FIGURE 5 | Schematic diagram of PAFPN.

FIGURE 6 | Schematic diagram of the intersection over union function
DIoU.
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Finally, it contains 1,455 images in the train set and 624 images
in the test set. Using the image labeling tool LabelMe to label the
images according to the format of the COCO data set, and
generate the corresponding JSON file.

Due to the modification of model structure and the lack of a
corresponding pre-training model, the model trained and tested
on the existing PCB data set, without using transfer learning
method. Through experiments, it has confirmed that the method
proposed in this paper also has a better improvement in detection
accuracy and real-time performance compared with the classic
algorithm that uses the pre-training model.

The neural networkmodels proposed in this paper trained and
tested based on MMDetection. The relevant hardware
configuration is as follows:

The experimental platform of this paper is built under Ubuntu
18.04 system. The experimental environment configuration is:
Python3.7 + PyTorch1.5.1-GPU + CUDA 10.1 + CUDNN +
mmcv 1.2.4 + mmdet 2.8.0.

Evaluation Standards
In order to detect the effect of model, mean Average Precision
(mAP) has been used as a performance evaluation index. mAP
can fully express the classifier and detection performance of the
defect detection model. The calculation of average precision
included two indicators: accuracy and recall. The accuracy and
recall can be expressed by Eq. 6 and Eq. 7:

p � TP
TP + FP

(6)

r � TP
TP + FN

(7)

In these formulas, p represents the accuracy rate, r
represents the recall rate, and TP represents the number of

correctly divided positive samples; FP represents the number
of wrongly divided positive samples; FN represents the
number of wrongly divided negative samples, AP is the
average precision. APs, APm, APl represents the average
precision of three different sizes targets: small, medium and
large. The average precision can be expressed in Eq. 8. In
general, the higher the average accuracy value, the better the
classifier performance. Classes represents the types of all
detected objects, Num(Classes) indicates the number of
categories, the formula of mAP is as follows. mAP is the
different objects’ AP sum divided by the number of object
categories.

AP � ∫1

0
p(r)dr (8)

mAP � ∑ClassesAP

Num(Classes) (9)

Tests and Results
The selection of the training parameters will affect the model
performance. The model structure proposed in this paper is
improved based on FCOS, and the overall model is
constructed based on MMDetection. Therefore, the training
parameters has been modified on the basis of FCOS and
MMDetection. The parameter data selection is shown in
Table 2.

In order to verify the effectiveness of the model proposed in
this paper, a set of ablation experiments are established to
compare the effects of different common optimization
schemes on the average precision value. At the same time, the
Adam optimizer has been selected to replace the default SGD
optimizer and add the GradNorm module. The gradient
equalization operation has a good effect on the improvement

FIGURE 7 | Common defect types of PCB to be inspected.
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of the average accuracy value. The specific test results are shown
in Table 3 and Figure 8.

FCOS often uses ResNet50 and ResNet101 as the feature
extraction network. Compared with the lightweight neural

network MobileNetV2, ResNet has a better feature
extraction effect, but the neural network is complex, the
process of training takes up more memory and time.
Through comparison in Figure 8 and Table 3, it can be
found that the test mAP result of ResNet50 and
MobileNetV2 are almost unanimous due to the lack of pre-
training model. While the model using ResNet101 as Backbone
has a higher mAP, but the deep network structure also means
that the generated weight models and parameter models has a
larger memory footprint. Using the dual attention mechanism
CBAM to optimize MobileNetV2 in order to achieve the same
effect as ResNet101. After replacing the traditional FPN
module with PAFPN, the feature extraction effect is further
enhanced. Compared with the original model using
MobileNetV2 as Backbone, mAP increased by 1.2%.

In the bounding box regression branch of the FCOS detection
head, the original IoU Loss has been replaced with DIoU to better
detect objects with smaller sizes, and mAP reached 39.3%. The

TABLE 3 | Defect detection results of different methods based on FCOS model.

Methods mAP (bbox)/% APs(bbox)/% APm (bbox)/% APl (bbox)/%

FCOS + ResNet50 35.2 20.9 35.8 30.9
FCOS + ResNet101 36.0 20.5 36.6 36.0
FCOS + MobileNetV2 35.3 22.4 35.7 26.8
FCOS + CBAMMobileNetV2 36.0 25.5 36.6 27.9
FCOS + CBAMMobileNetV2+PAN 36.4 26.9 36.6 28.1
FCOS + CBAMMobileNetV2+PAN + DIoU 39.3 27.2 39.4 30.3
FCOS + CBAMMobileNetV2+PAN + DIoU + Adam (Our Method) 44.3 28.3 42.5 33.3

FIGURE 8 | Comparison of mAP curves during test of different models.

TABLE 2 | The selection of parameter data.

Parameter name Parameter Value

NMS iou_threshold 0.5
Loss_cls FocalLoss
Loss_centerness CrossEntropyLoss
FCOS Inference Threshold 0.003
NMS Threshold 0.4
Basic learning rate 0.0025
Weight Decay 0.0001
Warmup_iters 500
Warmup_ratio 0.33
Max Iter 50,000
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comparison of visualization detection results is shown in
Figure 9, Using the DIoU loss function can better mark the
position of the detection bounding box, avoiding problems such
as false detection and overlapping bounding boxes.

After using the Adam optimizer to replace the SGD optimizer,
the detection effect has further improvement, mAP is 44.3%.
Compared with the original FCOSmodel using ResNet50, mAP is

increased by 9.1%. The detection results of six common defects
are shown in Figure 10.

In Table 4, comparing our method with the object detection
algorithms which commonly used in the industry: Faster R-CNN,
YOLO v3 [17] and YOLO v3-Tiny [18]. Compared with Faster
R-CNN, our method has a lower mAP, but it can maintain the
detection speed while having better accuracy. Compared with

FIGURE 9 | The detection result of IoU and DIoU.

FIGURE 10 | The detection effect of our algorithm on six common defects.
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YOLO v3, the method proposed in this manuscript has a better
average precision, mAP is increased by 1.8%, and the model
parameter is only about one-fourteenth of YOLO v3. Compared
with YOLO v3-Tiny, the mAP of our method is increased by
12.8%. Although the weight file of YOLO v3-Tiny is smaller and
the inference time is only 2.08 milliseconds, faster than the
method proposed in this paper, but the model parameter size
of our algorithm in this paper is only half of YOLO v3-
Tiny.Compared with these common models, the method
proposed in this paper has fewer model parameters, be more
suitable for industrial applications and more convenient for
porting to embedded development equipment.

CONCLUSION

This paper propose a lightweight defect detection network based
on dual attention mechanism and PAFPN optimization. On the
basis of keeping the network model’s low memory usage and
strong real-time performance, it has improved its ability to detect
small-size defects.

Compared original FCOS model, mAP of the model proposed
in this paper is greatly improved, and it is also increased by 1.8%
compared with the commonly used YOLOV3model in industrial
scenarios. The model parameters are about only one-fifteenth of
those traditional methods, which is more suitable for application
to actual PCB defect detection.

The inference time of our method still has space for
improvement when compared with YOLOv3-Tiny. The
subsequent work will optimize the feature enhancement module
on the basis of maintaining the detection accuracy and streamline
the model structure, thus reduce the detection time.
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